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INTERCHANGING ITERATED INTEGRATION

LAWRENCE LESSNER

Abstract. If k{x,y) is a measurable, real valued, finite a.e. function on

X X Y, then necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the two

iterated Lebesgue integrals of k(x,y) to be equal and finite by employing

Saks' theorem on the convergence of a sequence of finite measures and the

Vitali convergence theorem. The conditions, more general than those of

either Fubini's or Tonelli's theorems in this case, are applied to an example

of a nonintegrable function to show that its iterated integrals are in fact

equal and finite.

Introduction. In every instance when either Fubini's or Tonelli's theorem is

applied to show that

j I k(x,y) dy dx = j j k(x,y) dx ay < oo

we are also able to assert

(•)       fx(E)fx(F)k(x,y) ay dx = fx(F)fX(E)k(x,y) dx dy < oo

for all F E 6E, and E E 3^. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient

conditions for the interchange of integration in (*) by applying Saks' theorem

on the convergence of a sequence of finite measures and the Vitali conver-

gence theorem.

Definitions and Notation. Let (Y, 6B,,ju.,) and (X, 3?, /Xj) be a-finite

measure spaces, and jn, and u2 nonnegative measures defined on 3X and 3^.

Let 3^ X 3X be the completed product measure defined on X X Y, x(E) will

denote the characteristic function of the set E, and jk(x,y) dy will mean the

usual Lebesgue integral defined by

px: fx(Y)k(x,y)diix(y).

Similarly ¡k(x,y) dx = fx(X)k(x, y) d^x). We shall assume all functions

are real valued a.e. and that 8 < 00 will mean that 8 is a finite real number.

Theorem 1. Let k(x,y) be any 3^ X 3X measurable function on X2 X Xx,

then for all E E 3^, F E 3X we have
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fx(E)fX(F)k(x,y) dy dx = fX(F)fX(E)k(x,y) dx dy < oo

if and only if for all F E &x, fJx(F)k(x,y) dy dx < oo and fk(x,y) dx < oo,
HX a.e.

Proof of theorem. The conditions stated in the theorem are clearly

necessary for the change in the order of integration of the iterated integral.

We shall proceed with the proof of sufficiency.

Let {xj)j be any countable collection of disjoint 3^ measurable sets of

finite fa measure where UjXj = X2. Since jjk(x,y)dy dx < oo, we have

\fk(x,y) dy\ < oo, fa a.e. Consequently, f\k(x,y)\ dy < oo, /x2 a.e.

Let ti(n) = {x E (J"xy f\k(x,y)\ dy < n}, then ñ(«) c fi(« + 1) and

U ?®(n) = x a-e. Also

0 < fx(Q(n))f\k(x,y)\ dy dx < fXl U *,) • n dx < oo.

So by the usual Fubini-Tonelli theorem, we have for all E E @^ and F E dx,

fX(EnQ(n))fx(F)k(x,y)dydx

= fx(F)fx(E n Q(n))k(x,y) dx dy < oo.

Define, for E E &,  fixed, ^(F) = fx(E nSl(n))fx(F)k(x,y) dy dx;  then
since

K{F) =fx(F)fx{E n Ü(n))k(x,y) dx dy,

we know that ju,, is a finite measure on &x and jll, « fix.

Now /„ = x(E n ti(n))fx(F)k(x,y) dy is ¿i2 integrable, /„ converges to

x(E)Jx(F)k(x, y) dy, ¡i2 a.e., where |/„| < |/X(^)A:(x, y) dy\ and

/x(i")&(.x:,.y) ¿^ is an integrable function by hypothesis. Consequently an

application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies that for

each F E &x, the limit limn^,00jun(F) exists and has a finite value

li(F)=jx(E)fx(F)k(x,y)dydx.

By Sak's theorem, see [1, p. 332] or [3, p. 158], we know that the functions

gn(y)=fx(E nSl(n))k(x,y)dx

satisfy the following two conditions:

(1) Uniform absolute continuity; for all 0 < e, there exists 0 < ¿5 such that

if u,(F) < 8, then sup„/x(F)|gn(/)| dy < e.

(2) Equicontinuity at zero from above; for any decreasing sequence (Fj) of

&x measurable sets where DjFj is /i, null we have

lim sup [x(Fj)\gn(y)\ dy = 0.
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An application of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem shows that

gn(y) converges u, a.e. to g(y) = ¡x(E)k(x, y) dx. By a version of the Vitali

convergence theorem, see [2, p. 108], we see that limn^00/|g„ - g\ dy = 0.

Consequently

\rx{E)jx{F)k(x,y)dydx

= lim n„(F) = hm  (x(F)gn(y) &
n—*oo n—»oo J

= ¡x{F)jx{E)k(x,y)dxdy<oo.   U

The above proof is also a demonstration of the following result. If for all

F E 3X we have ffk(x,y)x(F) ay dx < oo and fk(x,y) dx < oo, u, a.e.,

then v(F) = ffx(F)(y)k(x,y)dydx is a countably additive, finite signed

measure of bounded variation which is absolutely continuous with respect to

ju, and has Radon-Nikodym derivative dv/d¡ix = jk(x,y)dx; see [3, p. 128].

Example. We conclude this paper with an application of Theorem 1. The

so called discrete version of the Hilbert transform, discussed in [4, p. 170],

may be summarized as follows. Let N = (2, 3, 4, . . . } be equipped with the

counting measure and define /(/,/): N X 7V-»(—oo, oo) by t(i,j) = (i —

j)~x for i =£ j and /(/,/) = 0 for / = /, then t(i,j) defines an integral operator

H: l2 -» l2, where l2 is the class of square integrable functions on TV. Thus for

/ E l2, f is the square summable sequence (/(/)>, and jt(i,j)f(j) dj =

'EjLxKUñfU) e l2. In [4, p. 170], it is shown that

OO OO _ ]

2   L(Vij\i-j\\ni\nj)    =+oo.
1=17=1

Also since/= <(VJ In/)-'),. E l2 we have f(i)H(f)(i) = g(i) E /, by Hol-

der's inequality. If we define for h E lx, S(h) = fH(fh), then S: lx -> /, and

S is in fact an integral operator with kernel

*(»»/) = ((' -/)V// In /' In/)

for i 7^= / and equal to zero otherwise.

Now let x(«) = X([" - I/2- » + I/2)) and define k(x,y): [1.5, oo) X

[1.5, oo)-»(-oo, oo) by

CO        00

*(*>>0-2 2 s(ij)x(i)(x)x(j)(y)-
, = 1 y-l

Clearly ^(x,^) is well defined since for a given (x,y), at most one of the

collection {x(Q(x)x(J)(y)}¡j is not zero- If we take [1.5, oo) with the usual

Lebesgue measure, X, for the real line, then we shall show that for every

measurable set E c [1.5, oo), fx(E)(y)k(x, y) dy dx < oo.

Well
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f\k(x,y)\ dy = 2x(0(*)/2 KW)|X(/)00 dy

= 2(2KU)l)x(0W<«>.     Aa.e.

since

^\s(i,j)\ = (Vi In i)
j

= (V7ln/)~

OO

2(v7|/-/|in/)
-i

J-2

■1 «o

2 (Vj \i -j\lnj)~   + 2 (pVfTTi ln(P + /))
y-2 p=\

-i

and '2pK'^x(pX/p + i ln(/> + /'))  ' converges by comparison with 2*_i.p  3/2.

Thus /x( £')(>')&(*,>') ¿?> < oo a.e. and

fx(E){y)k(x,y) dy = 2x(0(*)/x(£)(2*(UW)O0) dy

= zl'2s(\,j)fx(E)xU)(y)y(i)(x)

= 2(2^(',7)M/))x(0W

where A(y) = X(E n [/ - 1/2,/ + 1/2)). Thus

|//x(£)*(*.>0 dy dx\ = /s(2*0>./W))x(0(*) ¿*

<2 2*(<J)aO)= 2|5(¿»|<oo

because <> = (X(j)} 6 /«,, S: /w ̂  /„ and ||Si»||, = 2,-lSfoXOI-
Since k(x,y) = k(y, x) and f\k(x,y)\ dy < oo, we must have j\k(x,y)\dx

< oo a.e. Thus we may apply Theorem 1 to show that for any measurable sets

E, F c [1.5, oo),

fX(E)fx(F)k(x,y) dx dy = fX(F)jX(E)k(x,y) dy dx < oo

even though

ff\k(x,y)\ ̂ á=H \s(i,j)\ = +00.
•    J
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